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America faces a full-scale socioeconomic collapseâ€”the stock market plummets, hyperinflation

cripples commerce and the mounting crisis passes the tipping point. Practically overnight, the fragile

chains of supply and high-technology infrastructure fall, and wholesale rioting and looting grip every

major city.As hordes of refugees and looters pour out of the cities, a small group of friends living in

the Midwest desperately tries to make their way to a safe-haven ranch in northern Idaho. The

journey requires all their skill and training since communication, commerce, transportation and law

enforcement have all disappeared. Once at the ranch, the group fends off vicious attacks from

outsiders and then looks to join other groups that are trying to restore true Constitutional law to the

country.Patriots is a thrilling narrative depicting fictional characters using authentic survivalist

techniques to endure the collapse of the American civilization. Reading this compelling, fast-paced

novel could one day mean the difference between life and death.
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Patriots is a TEOWAWKI , militia-style survivalist novel packed with information. While Patriots does

mention stockpiling food and the use of non-hybrid seeds this is not a book about self-sufficiency.



The premise of the novel is that an economic depression spirals out of control. The economy

completely collapses, money becomes worthless, the mail stops, the power grid and phone system

shuts down and the government at all levels disappears. In the story this period is understatedly

called the Crunch, but no depression in the history of the United States has been nearly so severe.

Even church services appear to stop for several years.With the United States in turmoil and

collapse, the United Nations and at least some international banks have survived. Together they

become the catalyst behind a provisional federal government that seeks to exert near dictatorial

control over America. Frankly, I believe there is much more strength in the institutions of the United

States than there ever was in the United Nations and so this plot scenario strained believability for

me. However, when asked, James Rawles stated, "I made the scenario in the novel a near `worst

case' in order to make it more interesting reading, and as an opportunity to show the need for

planning and preparedness in a variety of areas..."Using the Crunch as a literary device Rawles

packs the novel with data about guns, medicine, fuels, equipment and tactics. The book has been

described in several online reviews as a "survival manual fairly neatly dressed as fiction." Indeed it

is much more entertaining than reading the facts in a reference book or manual. But this is also the

greatest weakness. It is hard to pack facts into a novel without the author intruding into the story.

This has to be one of the worst edited books I have ever seen. You can tell it was written in the

1990s and updated recently; they mention the election of Barack Obama. But they did a lousy job of

updating the text. The time lines, ages and historic events are screwed up. For example on page 22,

it says that Todd and Mary found the ranch on vacation trips to Idaho in 2001 (happily married at the

time). On the same page it states the idea for a group retreat was formed in 2006, while Todd and

T.K. were in college. Later, it says that Todd started working from home in 2008, using a PC with a

20 gig hard drive and a dial-up modem. Dial-up in 2008? Especially for a corporate sanctioned

telecommuter? That may have been the standard in 1988! On page 35, Kevin graduates college in

2007 and starts as a junior programmer. Next paragraph Kevin is starting SECOND career as

freelance programmer in 2002. I guess he started his freelance in high school? Also, Doug states

his age as 22, but he was born a year after his parent got married, soon after his fathers return from

Vietnam. Let's see...The Crunch hits in 2009, so that means Doug was born in 1987, that means his

father got home from Vietnam around 1986 or so. Delayed demobilization? POW release? These

are just a few of the examples of bad editing and updating.Come on, the use of a simple whiteboard

with a timeline drawn on it and used to update the text would have made this a much more

enjoyable read. Any decent editor should have caught these errors and had them corrected before



sending it to the printers.Plus, as another reviewer stated, recent college grads paying cash in the

hundred thousand dollar range for ranches in Idaho is a bit ridiculous.
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